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Brainstorming Process
After we have been given the assignment, I started thinking about the
existing dice games that I’ve played so far. I tried to remember what I
liked about them and what got me frustrated.
I realized that whatever the gameplay is, a game depending on fully luck
is not something that I did not like while playing those games. In my
game, I should be playing with the parameters such a way that the
strategy and luck is balanced.
Moreover, the game has to be running around the dice; the dice should
not be just the tool like in Monopoly.
Next, I started writing down the things that I like randomly. I came up
with such a list:










Roll Playing
Jumping
Cute things
Competition
Cooperation
Magic & Wisdom
Sports
Cookies
Stories

Playing with the things that I like, I started to throw out ideas on my
sheets. Here is a short list of them:





Storytelling with dice
Designing monsters/creatures and have a fight
Physical activities with rolling dice
Dancing with dice






Cranium on dice
Eating/Drinking competition with dice
Highest number rolling competition
Drawing competition with rolling dice and earning strokes &
colors

I almost decided to elaborate the monster & creature idea, when
another idea came to my mind during fitness class. I thought about a
game where your main goal is to be fit; not fatter or skinnier. You roll
the dice to eat or exercise and try to balance your weight.
I loved this idea and decided to go for this. I began to fill our project
room’s white board with things on my mind. In the rest of this
document, I will be talking about the iterations of this idea and the final
game. The goal is the same over all iterations: The player has to reach
from Start point to End point being Medium size. My target audience is
7+ board & dice game lovers.

Gain Weight/Lose Weight V.1

Pre-Playtest

Setup

Before play testing the game with these rules, I needed to figure out the
layout of the board. I decided to use a linear one.

 The player starts with Medium size. There are 5 levels of
fatness: XS, S, M, L, XL.
 The Player has 3 energy tokens initially.
 The board is linear.
 There are 2 6-sided dice; one for food and one for exercise.

Rules
 This is a game for 2 players.
 In order to move, the players need energy tokens.
 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the Player gains energy
tokens and 5 energy tokens causes getting 1 size larger.
 If the player chooses exercising, he needs to roll at least
4 in order to shrink one size and gain energy points.
 In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy
tokens in front of him/her.
 If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
 If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
 There are narrow walls only Small people can fit in and there
are high walls that only large people can climb over.

Playtest – D. Semerci & R. Frey, Feb 1 @2pm
Observations:




Narrow walls & high walls obstacles are not clear. They cannot
be passed by hopping over them and this makes players
frustrated.
Gaining energy tokens according to the number of the dice and
then converting them to size is confusing; it can be better if the
size is always ±1 layer according to the type of the dice rolled.

Gain Weight/Lose Weight V.2 – with D-10 and D12
Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 5 levels of
fatness: XS, S, M, L, XL.
 The Player has 3 energy tokens initially.
 The board is linear.
 There are 2 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D12).
 Food dice: 2-4-6-8 = 1 energy-1 layer, 1-3-5-7 = 2
energy-1 layer, 0-9 = 3 energy-1 layer
 Exercise dice: 1-2-3-4 = 1 energy-1 layer, 5-6-7-8 = 2
energy-1 layer, 9-10-11-12= 3 energy-1 layer

Rules
 This is a game for 2 players.
 In order to move, the players need energy tokens.
 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the Player immediately gains
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately loses
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move.
 The player can use as many tokens as he wants to use in
that turn and store the rest.
 In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy
tokens in front of him/her.
 If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
 If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.

 There are narrow walls only people small enough can fit in and
there are holes that only large people can pass over without
falling into.

Playtest – D. Semerci & E. Hampson, Feb 1 @3pm

Play-test Observations:






The game is too slow, especially the section before the fork is
kind of boring.
In order to add more excitement, level change can be more
than 1 (different numbers-different size changes in exercise and
food dice).
Obese & too skinny conditions can be added where the players
lose their turn.
There can be special squares where if the players weight too
much, they fall in and start from somewhere. And if they are
too skinny the wind can blow them somewhere else.

Gain Weight/Lose Weight V.3 – with obesity
Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 7 levels of
fatness: anorectic, XS, S, M, L, XL, obese.
 The Player has 3 energy tokens initially.
 The board is linear with special squares.
 There are 2 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D12).
 Food dice: 2-4-6-8 = 1 energy-1 layer, 1-3-5-7 = 2
energy-1 layer, 0-9 = 3 energy-2 layers
 Exercise dice: 1-2-3-4 = 1 energy-1 layer, 5-6-7-8 = 2
energy-1 layer, 9-10-11-12= 3 energy-2 layers

 There are narrow walls only people small enough can fit in and
there are holes that only large people can pass over without
falling into.
 If you end up being an obese or anorectic in that turn, you still
get energies but cannot move in that turn.

Playtest – D. Semerci & A. Kumar, Feb 1 @3:30pm

Rules
 This is a game for 2 players.
 In order to move, the players need energy tokens.
 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the Player immediately gains
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. 0 and 9 causes 2 size extensions.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately loses
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. 9,10,11,12 make the player shrink 2 sizes.
 The player can use as many tokens as he wants to use in
that turn and store the rest.
 In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy
tokens in front of him/her.
 If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
 If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.

Play-test Observations:








Unpredictable 2-size extensions added more interest.
Having special squares added more excitement, more “aaaw
damn it” moments.
The play-tester also thought about his decision in the fork more
carefully as one branch has the risk for the large people (lose
ground) and other branch has the risk for the small people
(wind).
Atulit reached to the box just before the end point (where he
needed to be M) and he was M. There occurred a deadlock as
he could not do anything; both eating and exercising would
cause a size problem.
Beginning path is still boring.

Gain Weight/Lose Weight V.4 – with branching in
the beginning
Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 7 levels of
fatness: anorectic, XS, S, M, L, XL, obese.
 (S)he has 3 energy tokens initially.
 The board is linear with special squares. There is a branching in
the beginning, too.
 There are 2 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D12).
 Food dice: 2-4-6-8 = 1 energy-1 layer, 1-3-5-7 = 2
energy-1 layer, 0-9 = 3 energy-2 layers
 Exercise dice: 1-2-3-4 = 1 energy-1 layer, 5-6-7-8 = 2
energy-1 layer, 9-10-11-12= 3 energy-2 layers

Rules
 This is a game for 2 players.
 In order to move, the players need energy tokens.
 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the Player immediately gains
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. But 0 and 9 causes 2 size extensions.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately loses
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. But 9,10,11,12 make the player shrink 2 sizes.
 The player can use as many tokens as he wants to use in
that turn and store the rest.
 In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy
tokens in front of him/her.
 If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.

 If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
 There are narrow walls only people small enough can fit in and
there are holes that only large people can pass over without
falling into.
 If you end up being an obese or anorectic in that turn, you still
get energies but cannot move in that turn.

Playtest – D. Semerci & O. Suen, Feb 1 @5:00pm

Play-test Observations:








Having the first branching made the beginning part more
interesting.
Having special squares works very well but the board needs
more. More obstacles will work better. The players should stuck
if they don’t do the correct thing.
The game is slow.
Thinking to eat/exercise is really good.
Keeping the track of the energy with tokens is confusing; a bar
can be used instead.
A square board with 15 step puzzle may work better.

Gain Weight/Lose Weight V.5 – with square board
Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 7 levels of
fatness: anorectic, XS, S, M, L, XL, obese.
 The player has no energy initially in his/her energy bar (10
energy storage).
 The board is a 6x8 square with special squares.
 There are 3 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D12), one for special events (D-10)
 Food dice: 2-4-6-8 = 1 energy-1 layer, 1-3-5-7 = 2
energy-1 layer, 0-9 = 3 energy-2 layers
 Exercise dice: 1-2-3-4 = 1 energy-1 layer, 5-6-7-8 = 2
energy-1 layer, 9-10-11-12= 3 energy-2 layers
 Special event die: follows what is written on board

 In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy in
his/her energy bar.
 If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
 If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
 There are narrow walls only people small enough can fit in and
there are holes that only large people can pass over without
falling into.
 If you end up being an obese or anorectic in that turn, you still
get energies but cannot move in that turn.
 If your path from one point to another passes through a special
box, you should obey that box’s rule.

Playtest – D. Semerci & R. Frey, Feb 2 @10am

Rules
 This is a game for 2 players.
 In order to move, the players need energy.
 The players can only move in up/down/right/left. No diagonal
movement allowed.
 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the Player immediately gains
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. But 0 and 9 causes 2 size extensions.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately loses
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. But 9,10,11,12 make the player shrink 2 sizes.
 The player can use as many energy units as he wants to
use in that turn and store the rest.

Play-test Observations:






More fun, faster. More directional choices is better when
compared to previous version.
Squares of risk is good, there should be more of them.
2 size extension/shrink makes the player loss of control of the
game
Size of the board is good.
Energy bar is working really well.

Gain Weight/Lose Weight V.6 – with tokens
Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 7 levels of
fatness: anorectic, XS, S, M, L, XL, obese.
 The Player has no energy initially.
 The board is a 6x8 square with special squares.
 There are 3 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D12), one for special events (D-10)
 Food dice: 2-4-6-8 = 1 energy-1 layer, 1-3-5-7 = 2
energy-1 layer, 0-9 = 3 energy-2 layers
 Exercise dice: 1-2-3-4 = 1 energy-1 layer, 5-6-7-8 = 2
energy-1 layer, 9-10-11-12= 3 energy-2 layers
 Special event die: follows what is written on board

 In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy in
his/her energy bar.
 If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
 If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
 There are narrow walls only people small enough can fit in and
there are holes that only large people can pass over without
falling into.
 If you end up being an obese or anorectic in that turn, you still
get energies but cannot move in that turn.
 If your path from one point to another passes through a special
box, you should obey that box’s rule.

Playtest – R. Cano & E. Li, Feb 2 @2pm

Rules
 This is a game for 2 players.
 In order to move, the players need energy.
 The players can only move in up/down/right/left. No diagonal
movement allowed.
 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the Player immediately gains
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. But 0 and 9 causes 2 size extensions. The player
puts the layers on to his/her tokens.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately loses
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. But 9,10,11,12 make the player shrink 2 sizes.
The player takes the layers off from his/her tokens.
 The player can use as many energy units as he wants to
use in that turn and store the rest.

Play-test Observations:





Taking off / Putting on layers physically is really good.
The special boxes are too long to read; the players only read
them when there is no way to avoid them. If they can avoid,
they do not pass over them.
There is not enough complexity in game.

Gain Weight/Lose Weight V.7 – with more and
clear special boxes
Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 7 levels of
fatness: anorectic, XS, S, M, L, XL, obese.
 The Player has no energy initially.
 The board is a 6x8 square with special squares.
 There are 3 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D12), one for special events (D-10)
 Food dice: 2-4-6-8 = 1 energy-1 layer, 1-3-5-7 = 2
energy-1 layer, 0-9 = 3 energy-2 layers
 Exercise dice: 1-2-3-4 = 1 energy-1 layer, 5-6-7-8 = 2
energy-1 layer, 9-10-11-12= 3 energy-2 layers
 Special event die: follows what is written on board

Rules
 This is a game for 2 players.
 In order to move, the players need energy.
 The players can only move in up/down/right/left. No diagonal
movement allowed.
 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the Player immediately gains
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. But 0 and 9 causes 2 size extensions. The player
puts the layers on to his/her tokens.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately loses
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. But 9,10,11,12 make the player shrink 2 sizes.
The player takes the layers off from his/her tokens.











The player can use as many energy units as he wants to
use in that turn and store the rest.
In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy in
his/her energy bar.
If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
There are narrow walls only people small enough can fit in and
there are holes that only large people can pass over without
falling into.
If you end up being an obese or anorectic in that turn, you still
get energies but cannot move in that turn.
If your path from one point to another passes through a special
box, you should obey that box’s rule. Special squares are:
 Trap for L, XL people: If you are XL or L, you have to roll
the special dice if you pass over this square. If you roll
less than 50, you fly to the pine-tree square.
 Trap for XS, S, M people: If you are XS, S or M, you have
to roll the special dice if you pass over this square. If
you roll more than 60, you fly to the balloon square
 Storm Alarm: If you are XS or S, the storm takes you to
balloon square.
 Unexpected Collapse: Depending on your size and the
roll value (i.e. if you are XS, S or M you have to roll at
least 20 and if you are L or XL you have to roll at most
10 in order to keep going, else you end up going to star
square.)
 Flood: If you are L or XL, you have to roll at most 50 in
order to keep going or else you sink and go to pine-tree
square whereas if you are S or XS and you roll more
than 50, you float and end up in flower square. Else you
are good.







Weak Surface: You roll the special event die to learn the
durability of the surface. If it’s 0 or 10, the floor can only
handle XS people, if it’s 20-30, it can handle XS and S
people, if it’s 40-50, it can handle XS, S and M people, if
it’s 60-70, it can handle XS, S, M and L people, if it’s 8090, everyone is good.
Collapse: If you are XS, S or M, you have to roll at lear
50 to keep going whereas L or XL people has to roll at
most 30 to keep going. Else, you end up in flower
square.
Wind: If you are in the adjacent squares of the wind and
if you are S or XS, the wind blows you 2 squares.

Playtest – M. Grover & C. Bruggeman, Feb 4 @2pm












Play-test Observations:


Mayank stored 9 energy units in his energy bar; maybe 10
energies are not enough for the bar.

Using the energy to go somewhere and then rolling the
condition die is a part of the strategy, it is good to lead the
people do that way rather than rolling it first.
Players felt that they have the control over the game, they felt
good about making the decisions about the directions and
storing the energy or not. Christian said “There is so much
choice involved so every decision feels really important.”
When the condition die is not satisfied, it is unclear what would
happen.
“Board is pretty good balanced. I like the concept of trying to
maintain ‘M’ and not lose too much or gain too much.” Says
Mayank.
Christian says “There is so much choice involved so every
decision feels really important.”
Mayank says that it’s more strategy and less luck while Christian
says so much luck is involved.
What would happen if two players land the same square
together?

Be Fit V.8 – with nested dolls
Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 7 levels of
fatness: anorectic, XS, S, M, L, XL, obese.
 The Player has no energy initially.
 The board is a 6x8 square with special squares.
 There are 3 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D12), one for special events (D-10)
 Food dice: 2-4-6-8 = 1 energy-1 layer, 1-3-5-7 = 2
energy-1 layer, 0-9 = 3 energy-2 layers
 Exercise dice: 1-2-3-4 = 1 energy-1 layer, 5-6-7-8 = 2
energy-1 layer, 9-10-11-12= 3 energy-2 layers
 Special event die: follows what is written on board

Rules





This is a game for 2 players.
Each player choses a nested doll token to play with.
In order to move, the players need energy.
The players can only move in up/down/right/left. No diagonal
movement allowed.
 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the Player immediately gains
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. But 0 and 9 causes 2 size extensions. The player
puts the layers on to his/her nested doll.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately loses
one layer and gains energy tokens that he can use to
move. But 9,10,11,12 make the player shrink 2 sizes.
The player takes the layers off from his/her nested doll.











The player can use as many energy units as he wants to
use in that turn and store the rest.
In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy in
his/her energy bar.
If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
If you end up being an obese or anorectic in that turn, you still
get energies but cannot move in that turn.
There are narrow walls only people small enough can fit in and
there are holes that only large people can pass over without
falling into.
If your path from one point to another passes through a special
box, you should obey that box’s rule. Special squares are:
 Trap for L, XL people: If you are XL or L, you have to roll
the special dice if you pass over this square. If you roll
less than 50, you fly to the pine-tree square.
 Trap for XS, S, M people: If you are XS, S or M, you have
to roll the special dice if you pass over this square. If
you roll more than 60, you fly to the balloon square
 Storm Alarm: If you are XS or S, the storm takes you to
balloon square.
 Unexpected Collapse: Depending on your size and the
roll value (i.e. if you are XS, S or M you have to roll at
least 20 and if you are L or XL you have to roll at most
10 in order to keep going, else you end up going to star
square.)
 Flood: If you are L or XL, you have to roll at most 50 in
order to keep going or else you sink and go to pine-tree
square whereas if you are S or XS and you roll more
than 50, you float and end up in flower square. Else you
are good.







Weak Surface: You roll the special event die to learn the
durability of the surface. If it’s 0 or 10, the floor can only
handle XS people, if it’s 20-30, it can handle XS and S
people, if it’s 40-50, it can handle XS, S and M people, if
it’s 60-70, it can handle XS, S, M and L people, if it’s 8090, everyone is good.
Collapse: If you are XS, S or M, you have to roll at least
50 to keep going whereas L or XL people have to roll at
most 30 to keep going. Else, you end up in flower
square.
Wind: If you are in the adjacent squares of the wind and
if you are S or XS, the wind blows you 2 squares.

Playtest – B. Uscinski & David Wegbreit, Feb 5 @2pm






Walls and holes are working really well.
Players read the special boxes (i.e. “Unexpected Collapse” etc.)
but Ken suggested to have them as closed cards and reveal
them when the players pass over them in order to add more
‘Unexpectedness’.
Both players had difficulties remembering which die is which
and what number corresponds to what energy-size. They
suggested using spinners instead or customize the dice.

After Playtest
After this playtest, I made a list of things that I should definitely change
in the current game and things that I may try to change.
Things have to be done:




Customize the dice!
Make the special boxes surprise boxes!
Get rid of long explanations of the boxes.

Things may be changed:
Play-test Observations:






Nested dolls have added more fun and excitement to the game.
People enjoyed putting on/taking off paper layers but having
the dolls made the game more themed.
The energy bars work very well. “I have never seen such a
mechanism.” Said David.
The restriction to be M sized in order to pass the end square
works very well.
Choosing among 2 dice to roll each round is making the players
feel that they are controlling the game.



Visual representation of the narrow walls and holes. (3D)

In the following 5 playtest results, I will be mainly discussing about
these changes and how they affected the game.

Be Fit V.9 – with customized dice
Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 7 levels of
fatness: anorectic, XS, S, M, L, XL, obese.
 The player has no energy initially.
 The board is a 6x8 square with special squares.
 There are 3 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D-6),
one for special events (D-10)
 Food dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1
size and 3 energy-2 size.
 Exercise dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2
energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size.
 Special event die: Silver  0-10, Gold  20-30, Green
 40-50, Blue  60-70, Red  80-90 in the previous
game setup.

Rules





This is a game for 2 players.
Each player choses a nested doll token to play with.
In order to move, the players need energy.
The players can only move in up/down/right/left. No diagonal
movement allowed.

 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the player immediately gains
energy and size according to the dice (i.e. one of the 1
energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size pairs).
The player puts the layers on to his/her nested doll.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately gains
energy and loses size according to the dice (i.e. one of
the 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size
pairs). The player takes the layers off from his/her
nested doll.
 The player can use as many energy units as he wants to
use in that turn and store the rest in his/her energy bar.
 In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy in
his/her energy bar.
 If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
 If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
 If the player ends up being an obese or anorectic, he/she still
gets energies but cannot move in that turn.
 There are narrow walls only people small enough can fit in and
there are holes that only large people can pass over without
falling into.
 If your path from one point to another passes through a special
box, you should obey that box’s rule. Special squares are:
 Trap for L, XL people: If you are XL or L, you have to roll
the special dice if you pass over this square. If you roll
silver, gold or green, you fly to the pine-tree square.
 Trap for XS, S, M people: If you are XS, S or M, you have
to roll the special dice if you pass over this square. If
you roll blue or red, you fly to the balloon square
 Storm Alarm: If you are XS or S, the storm takes you to
balloon square.











Unexpected Collapse: Depending on your size and the
roll value (i.e. if you are XS, S or M you have to roll gold,
green, blue or red and if you are L or XL you have to roll
silver in order to keep going, else you end up going to
star square.)
Flood: If you are L or XL, you have to roll silver, gold or
green in order to keep going or else you sink and go to
pine-tree square whereas if you are S or XS and you roll
blue or red, you float and end up in flower square. Else
you are good.
Weak Surface: You roll the special event die to learn the
durability of the surface. If it’s silver, the floor can only
handle XS people, if it’s gold, it can handle XS and S
people, if it’s green, it can handle XS, S and M people, if
it’s blue, it can handle XS, S, M and L people, if it’s red,
everyone is good.
Collapse: If you are XS, S or M, you have to roll silver,
gold or green to keep going whereas L or XL people
have to roll silver or gold to keep going. Else, you end
up in flower square.
Wind: If you are in the adjacent squares of the wind and
if you are S or XS, the wind blows you 2 squares.

Playtest – R. Frey & D. Semerci, Feb 10 @5pm
Play-test Observations:




Regis thought that these new dice are pretty cool and definitely
help the players stop saying “Is this the food one?”, “Which one
was the exercise die?”.
Mentioning both the energy and the size works very well.
Theming with food and exercise names goes well with the
game.

Be Fit V.10 – with arches
Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 7 levels of
fatness: anorectic, XS, S, M, L, XL, obese.
 The player has no energy initially.
 The board is a 6x8 square with special squares.
 There are 9 arches on the board which are used to block people
bigger than S (5 blue) or XS (4 red).

 There are 3 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D-6),
one for special events (D-10)
 Food dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1
size and 3 energy-2 size.
 Exercise dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2
energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size.
 Special event die: Silver  0-10, Gold  20-30, Green
 40-50, Blue  60-70, Red  80-90 in the previous
game setup.

Rules





This is a game for 2 players.
Each player choses a nested doll token to play with.
In order to move, the players need energy.
The players can only move in up/down/right/left. No diagonal
movement allowed.

 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the player immediately gains
energy and size according to the dice (i.e. one of the 1
energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size pairs).
The player puts the layers on to his/her nested doll.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately gains
energy and loses size according to the dice (i.e. one of
the 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size
pairs). The player takes the layers off from his/her
nested doll.
 The player can use as many energy units as he wants to
use in that turn and store the rest in his/her energy bar.
 In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy in
his/her energy bar.
 If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
 If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
 If the player ends up being an obese or anorectic, he/she still
gets energies but cannot move in that turn.
 There are arches on the board that only people small enough
can pass under and there are holes that only large people can
pass over without falling into.
 If your path from one point to another passes through a special
box, you should obey that box’s rule. Special squares are:
 Trap for L, XL people: If you are XL or L, you have to roll
the special dice if you pass over this square. If you roll
silver, gold or green, you fly to the pine-tree square.
 Trap for XS, S, M people: If you are XS, S or M, you have
to roll the special dice if you pass over this square. If
you roll blue or red, you fly to the balloon square
 Storm Alarm: If you are XS or S, the storm takes you to
balloon square.











Unexpected Collapse: Depending on your size and the
roll value (i.e. if you are XS, S or M you have to roll gold,
green, blue or red and if you are L or XL you have to roll
silver in order to keep going, else you end up going to
star square.)
Flood: If you are L or XL, you have to roll silver, gold or
green in order to keep going or else you sink and go to
pine-tree square whereas if you are S or XS and you roll
blue or red, you float and end up in flower square. Else
you are good.
Weak Surface: You roll the special event die to learn the
durability of the surface. If it’s silver, the floor can only
handle XS people, if it’s gold, it can handle XS and S
people, if it’s green, it can handle XS, S and M people, if
it’s blue, it can handle XS, S, M and L people, if it’s red,
everyone is good.
Collapse: If you are XS, S or M, you have to roll silver,
gold or green to keep going whereas L or XL people
have to roll silver or gold to keep going. Else, you end
up in flower square.
Wind: If you are in the adjacent squares of the wind and
if you are S or XS, the wind blows you 2 squares.

Playtest – R. Frey & S. Vijai, Feb 10 @8pm
Play-test Observations:



Sahana found the new arches creative and original. “Pushing
the doll under the arch was a fun thing to do.” she says.
Regis told that the number of arches and holes are well
balances considering the other special boxes on the board.

Be Fit V.11 – with secret boxes



Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 7 levels of
fatness: anorectic, XS, S, M, L, XL, obese.
 The player has no energy initially.
 The board is a 6x8 square with special squares. Special Squares
are shown by post-its with ‘?’s. Each ? is associated with
previous special box except Weak Surfaces. (i.e. Trap for L, XL
people, Trap for XS, S, M people, Storm Alarm, Unexpected
Collapse, Flood, Collapse and Wind)
 There are 9 arches on the board which are used to block people
bigger than S (5 blue) or XS (4 red).
 There are 3 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D-6),
one for special events (D-10)
 Food dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1
size and 3 energy-2 size.
 Exercise dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2
energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size.
 Special event die: Silver  0-10, Gold  20-30, Green
 40-50, Blue  60-70, Red  80-90 in the previous
game setup.

Rules





This is a game for 2 players.
Each player choses a nested doll token to play with.
In order to move, the players need energy.
The players can only move in up/down/right/left. No diagonal
movement allowed.
 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.









If the player choses eating, the player immediately gains
energy and size according to the dice (i.e. one of the 1
energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size pairs).
The player puts the layers on to his/her nested doll.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately gains
energy and loses size according to the dice (i.e. one of
the 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size
pairs). The player takes the layers off from his/her
nested doll.
 The player can use as many energy units as he wants to
use in that turn and store the rest in his/her energy bar.
In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy in
his/her energy bar.
If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
If the player ends up being an obese or anorectic, he/she still
gets energies but cannot move in that turn.
There are arches on the board that only people small enough
can pass under and there are holes that only large people can
pass over without falling into.
If your path from one point to another passes through a special
box, you should obey that box’s rule. After passing, the player
picks a special event from the pile and puts that on the special
box. As that is revealed, that is that games rule for that box.
Special events are:
 Trap for L, XL people: If you are XL or L, you have to roll
the special dice if you pass over this square. If you roll
silver, gold or green, you fly to the pine-tree square.
 Trap for XS, S, M people: If you are XS, S or M, you have
to roll the special dice if you pass over this square. If
you roll blue or red, you fly to the balloon square











Storm Alarm: If you are XS or S, the storm takes you to
balloon square.
Unexpected Collapse: Depending on your size and the
roll value (i.e. if you are XS, S or M you have to roll gold,
green, blue or red and if you are L or XL you have to roll
silver in order to keep going, else you end up going to
star square.)
Flood: If you are L or XL, you have to roll silver, gold or
green in order to keep going or else you sink and go to
pine-tree square whereas if you are S or XS and you roll
blue or red, you float and end up in flower square. Else
you are good.
Collapse: If you are XS, S or M, you have to roll silver,
gold or green to keep going whereas L or XL people
have to roll silver or gold to keep going. Else, you end
up in flower square.
Wind: If you are in the adjacent squares of the wind and
if you are S or XS, the wind blows you 2 squares.
In addition to these, 2 Weak Surface boxes are on the
board: You roll the special event die to learn the
durability of the surface. If it’s silver, the floor can only
handle XS people, if it’s gold, it can handle XS and S
people, if it’s green, it can handle XS, S and M people, if
it’s blue, it can handle XS, S, M and L people, if it’s red,
everyone is good.

Playtest – R. Frey & P. Chung, Feb 11 @3.30pm
Play-test Observations:


As the boxes are full of surprise, the players mostly prefer using
their energy until the surprise box and store the rest. This new
board encouraged players to store and save their energy.







As the players felt more risk, they rarely wandered around.
Mostly tried to pick the safest path for their situation.
When I asked them what they think about the size of the board,
they told me that it seems the right size.
Phil told that he has never seen such a game. Especially the
nested dolls use and arches that the dolls can pass under were
very interesting for him.
Regis told that as the ? boxes add more randomness, rolling the
special event die seems useless. It adds more randomness but
also disengages the players as they pass over the ? square, pick
one event from the pile and roll the special event die to learn
about the event. He suggested that I can prepare more event
papers and distribute the events such a way that I can get
approximately same probability. For instance, the collapse is
affecting the XS, S and M people with 40% where L and XL
people get affected with 60% probability. I can prepare 5 cards
with 2 small unfriendly, 3 large unfriendly distribution. I will be
trying that in my following playtest.

Be Fit V.12 – without special die & with cards
Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 7 levels of
fatness: anorectic, XS, S, M, L, XL, obese.
 The player has no energy initially.
 The board is a 6x8 square with special squares. Special Squares
are shown by post-its with ‘?’s. Each ? is associated with
previous special box except Weak Surfaces. (i.e. Trap for L, XL
people, Trap for XS, S, M people, Storm Alarm, Unexpected
Collapse, Flood, Collapse and Wind)
 There are 9 arches on the board which are used to block people
bigger than S (5 blue) or XS (4 red).
 There are 21 yellow, 12 green cards for ? boxes.
 There are 2 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D-6).
 Food dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1
size and 3 energy-2 size.
 Exercise dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2
energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size.

Rules














This is a game for 2 players.
Each player choses a nested doll token to play with.
In order to move, the players need energy.
The players can only move in up/down/right/left. No diagonal
movement allowed.
In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the player immediately gains
energy and size according to the dice (i.e. one of the 1
energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size pairs).
The player puts the layers on to his/her nested doll.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately gains
energy and loses size according to the dice (i.e. one of
the 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size
pairs). The player takes the layers off from his/her
nested doll.
 The player can use as many energy units as he wants to
use in that turn and store the rest in his/her energy bar.
In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy in
his/her energy bar.
If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
If the player ends up being an obese or anorectic, he/she still
gets energies but cannot move in that turn.
There are arches on the board that only people small enough
can pass under and there are holes that only large people can
pass over without falling into.
If your path from one point to another passes through a special
box, you should obey that box’s rule. After passing, the player
picks a special event from the pile and puts that on the special
box. As that is revealed, that is that games rule for that box.



 Green ?s are more likely to affect XS, S and M people badly
whereas yellow ?s are more likely to affect L and XL people
badly. But greens might hurt L and XL people, too. So do the
yellow ones; they can hurt XS, S or M people.

Exercise dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2
energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size.

Playtest – R. Frey & D. Semerci, Feb 11 @5 pm
Play-test Observations:



Using cards instead of an extra die worked better than I
thought.
I realized that the wind block in the middle does not work. I
decided to replace it with ? boxes.

Be Fit V.13 – without wind block
Setup
 The player starts with Medium size. There are 7 levels of
fatness: anorectic, XS, S, M, L, XL, obese.
 The player has no energy initially.
 The board is a 6x8 square with special squares. Special Squares
are shown by post-its with ‘?’s. Each ? is associated with
previous special box except Weak Surfaces. (i.e. Trap for L, XL
people, Trap for XS, S, M people, Storm Alarm, Unexpected
Collapse, Flood, Collapse and Wind)
 There are 9 arches on the board which are used to block people
bigger than S (5 blue) or XS (4 red).
 There are 21 yellow, 12 green cards for ? boxes.
 There are 2 dice; one for food (D-10) and one for exercise (D-6).
 Food dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1
size and 3 energy-2 size.

Rules





This is a game for 2 players.
Each player choses a nested doll token to play with.
In order to move, the players need energy.
The players can only move in up/down/right/left. No diagonal
movement allowed.
 In each turn, the player choses eating food or exercising.
 If the player choses eating, the player immediately gains
energy and size according to the dice (i.e. one of the 1
energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size pairs).
The player puts the layers on to his/her nested doll.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately gains
energy and loses size according to the dice (i.e. one of
the 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size
pairs). The player takes the layers off from his/her
nested doll.













The player can use as many energy units as he wants to
use in that turn and store the rest in his/her energy bar.
In order to be able to move, the player has to have energy in
his/her energy bar.
If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
If the player ends up being an obese or anorectic, he/she still
gets energies but cannot move in that turn.
There are arches on the board that only people small enough
can pass under and there are holes that only large people can
pass over without falling into.
If your path from one point to another passes through a special
box, you should obey that box’s rule. After passing, the player
picks a special event from the pile and puts that on the special
box. As that is revealed, that is that games rule for that box.
Green ?s are more likely to affect XS, S and M people badly
whereas yellow ?s are more likely to affect L and XL people
badly. But greens might hurt L and XL people, too. So do the
yellow ones; they can hurt XS, S or M people.

Playtest – A. Kumar & D. Semerci, Feb 11 @6.30pm
Play-test Observations:
 Atulit suggested that instead of pulling relevant colored special
event card and assigning the boxes that first value until the end
of the game, use the cards for only one turn and if another
player passes over that box, that player picks another card and
obeys that rule on the new card.
After these 13 versions, I finalized my game. Let me know introduce the
final rule set of the game.

Be Fit! – Final Game
This is a 2-player board game. The goal is to going from Start Box to End
Box. Players should balance their weight on the way to beat the
obstacles!

Game Box Contents
 Box Contents sheet.
 The board: 6 x 8 unit2 with 7 yellow and 6 green ‘?’ boxes, 5 S
and 4 XS arch places, 3 L holes, 1 XL hole.
 2 Nested dolls: Penguin and Owl nested dolls with 6 sizes. (XS,
S, M, L, XL, Obese). The sizes are written on dolls’ backs.
 2 Energy bars
 21 Yellow cards & 12 Green cards
 Customized D-10 food die & Customized D-6 exercise die
 5 S-sized Arch (Blue) & 4 XS-sized Arch (Red)

Preparation
 The board is put on a smooth surface.
 The arches are folded on the lines such that they look like the
pictures above. They are put into proper places (blues to S, reds
to XS holds) as shown in the pictures below.

 Each player choses a nested doll and the Medium sized player
dolls are put to the start box.
 The players both have energy bars. The energy bars show “no
energy” initially.
 Yellow and green cards are shuffled and put on the table upside
down.
 2 dice is put on the board; one for food (D-10) and one for
exercise (D-6).
 Food dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1
size and 3 energy-2 size.
 Exercise dice: customized with 1 energy-1 size, 2
energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size.

Rules
 The players can only move in up/down/right/left directions. No
diagonal movement allowed.
 In order to move, the players need energy (energy = number of
steps).
 Energy can be had two ways: In each turn, the player choses
eating food or exercising.











If the player choses eating, the player immediately gains
energy and size according to the dice (i.e. one of the 1
energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size pairs).
The player puts the layers on to his/her nested doll.
 If the player chooses exercising, he immediately gains
energy and loses size according to the dice (i.e. one of
the 1 energy-1 size, 2 energy-1 size and 3 energy-2 size
pairs). The player takes the layers off from his/her
nested doll.
 The player can use as many energy units as he wants to
use in that turn and store the rest in his/her energy bar.
In order to be able to move, the player has to have
energy in his/her energy bar.
If the player is already XL, he cannot eat, he has to exercise.
If the player is already XS, he cannot exercise, he has to eat.
If the player ends up being an obese or anorectic, he/she still
gets energies but cannot move in that turn. (Unfortunately,
here is no layer for anorectic case, so while playing, just put
the head portion of S.)
There are arches on the board that only people small enough
can pass under and there are holes that only large people can
pass over without falling into. Push your doll under the arches in
order to pass to the other box. If your path includes the arches
and holes, you should obey their rules.
There are special boxes on the board: Green ?s are more likely
to affect XS, S and M people badly whereas yellow ?s are more
likely to affect L and XL people badly. But greens might hurt L
and XL people, too. So do the yellow ones; they can hurt XS, S or
M people.
 If your path from one point to another passes through a
special box (? Box), you should obey that box’s rule.

(The rules are not for landing over but also for passing
through.) After passing, the player picks a special event
from the pile (yellow and green cards according to the
color of the box). The rule of that box in that turn is
written on the picked card. After the player completes
his/her turn, the cards are shuffled again.
 The last transition requires being Medium sized. The first player
who reaches the end point with Medium size wins.

Remarks about the Final Game
 After researches on the board game developers forums and
game crafter websites, I learned that the cost of my game will
depend on these:
o Game Board: Size – Shape – Thickness
o Nested Dolls: Size – How many
o Cards: Size – Shape – How many
o Dice: Size
o Rulebook: How many languages
o The box: Size – Shape – How many components to fit
o Print: How many games
o Shipping
I am estimating that if this game to be published for large
amounts, the total selling would be around 5000-15000 units.
With these numbers, I can get the components printed in Game
Craft:









Game board – 16” x 10” x1: 1.56 dollars/box
Nested dolls x2: 12 dollars/box
Mini cards – 1.75” x 2.5” x 43: 2.89 dollars/box
Rulebook – 1 sheet: 0.02 dollars/box
Energy bars x2: 0.1 dollars/box
Game Box x1: 1.25 dollars/box
D-10 dice x1: 0.40 dollars/box
D-6 dice x1: 0.40 dollars/box
According to my estimations, this game can be sold for
$20.00/unit to be profitable. This 1 prototype cost me:
o
o

2 nested dolls: $19
2 dice: $0.80

o Board: $2
o Cards & energy bar: $1
 Probability Analysis
 There are 21 yellow cards. Yellow cards are mostly bad
for L and XL people. (14 of them are bad for larger
people whereas 7 of them are bad for smaller people). (
2/3 vs 1/3)
 There are 12 green cards. Green cards are mostly bad
for XS, S and M people. (8 of them are bad for smaller
people whereas 4 of them are bad for larger people). (
2/3 vs 1/3)
 There are 7 yellow boxes and 6 green boxes on the
board.
 The probability that the player lands on a yellow
box and it is bad for large = 7/48 * 2/3 = 14/144
 The probability that the player lands on a yellow
box and it is bad for small = 7/48 * 1/3 = 7/144
 The probability that the player lands on a green
box and it is bad for large = 6/48 * 1/3 = 6/144
 The probability that the player lands on a green
box and it is bad for small = 6/48 * 2/3 = 12/144
 Therefore, card-wise, the game has 20/144 bad for
large people and 19/144 bad for small people balancing.
 Exercise die:
 Probability of getting 1 energy – 1 size: 1/3
 Probability of getting 2 energy – 1 size: 1/3
 Probability of getting 3 energy – 2 size: 1/3
 Food die:
 Probability of getting 1 energy – 1 size: 2/5
 Probability of getting 2 energy – 1 size: 2/5
 Probability of getting 3 energy – 2 size: 1/5
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